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Setting Up Your Metric Insights ServerSetting Up Your Metric Insights Server

1. V1. Verify Serify System Requirementsystem Requirements

Metric Insights must be installed on a hardware platform that has a fast file system and has
sufficient memory, cores, and storage to run your application. See system requirements for a
Metric Insights server for a detailed list of requirements.

2. Install Metric Insights2. Install Metric Insights

Metric Insights can be installed on a physical server, on EC2 using an AMI or as a VMWare
image. Follow the instructions below to install the software:

1. Deploy Metric Insights using VMWare
2. Deploy Metric Insights using Amazon EC2
3. Install Metric Insights on Physical Hardware behind your firewall (contact Metric Insights

Sales or Support team for assistance)

3. V3. Verify Application Loginerify Application Login

Once you have completed your application installation:

1. Point your browser to the CNAME that you have created for your server (for example,
insight.yourcompany.com). The system will automatically re-direct you to the login page. If
you do not have a CNAME setup, you can use the IP address for the server.
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2. Login using the temporary admin password that Metric Insights has provided you.

4. What you will see4. What you will see

You should now see an empty Home Page.

NOTE:NOTE: If this page does not load and instead you see a 'Loading....''Loading....' pop-up that does not go
away, the application does not recognize the name you provided in the browser URL. Metric
Insights assigns its internal application name based on the first URL that it sees. If you
subsequently change your access by modifying your CNAME or switching from an IP address to
a CNAME, you must perform the following steps before logging in to reset the internal
application name:

1. Login to you application server as root
2. Run the command: rm /var/www/iv/engine/config/hostname.phprm /var/www/iv/engine/config/hostname.php
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Connect to a Data SourceConnect to a Data Source

After you have completed installation of your Metric Insights instance, you will need to
connect to a data source. If you are sourcing data exclusively from Excel or a CSV file, you
can skip this step.

1. If you are sourcing data from a database, follow the following instructions to Establish
JDBC connectivity to your data source.

2. If you are collecting data from a cloud or non-relation databases, review the list of
supported Metric Insights Plug-ins and follow the instructions for creating your desired
Plug-In.

3. If you are connecting to a data source for which there is no existing Plug-in, see the
following instructions on Creating a RESTful web service to collect data.
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Creating your first ElementsCreating your first Elements
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Best PracticesBest Practices

Most of our other help documents are intended to address “how-to” questions. For
instance, “How do I create a new metric?” In contrast, this article is intended to address
“what-to-do” questions. It’s geared toward new admins who may be uncertain about how
best to organize their Metric Insights instances. By following the advice in this article, we
believe that you will:

• Minimize time to value
• Build-in flexibility to facilitate future changes
• Drive adoption by end users

Starting OutStarting Out

Metric Insights is designed to provide flexibility and ease of use for the end user. Users can
customize their Favorite folders so that they can focus on the elements that are most important
to them. That suggests that you adopt an attitude of “the more, the merrier.” Indeed, we hope
you'll wind up with a large collection of elements, but a scatter gun approach is probably not
the best way to start. You’ll soon learn that useful collections of tiles don’t just materialize by
accident. As Rodney Dangerfield said, it’s not pretty being easy. You’ll need a good strategy.

We suggest that you start with Metric Insights' Push Intelligence features in mind. What
information do users want to receive every day? These are likely to be high-level KPIs (i.e.,
metrics) such as 'Daily Sales'. That's a good place to start. Once these high-level KPIs are in
place, you'll be able to set up Daily Digests, which is a great way to begin engaging your users.

Do you occasionally receive valuable information that has a limited shelf-life? If so, then you'll
want to set up data-driven Alerts or Report Bursts so that this information can be pushed out to
users in a timely manner. We suggest that you focus on Alerting and Reporting early during
your implementation. Delivering valuable information to the right users at the right time is one
of the best ways to drive adoption of Metric Insights.

MetricsMetrics

What gets more attention: the top-line sales result, or the details of what was actually sold?
Build metrics first, because that's what users will want to see first. Also, in hierarchical families
of tiles, metrics often live at the top. They are therefore natural starting points for developing
collections of interrelated tiles. Finally, metrics are easy to build -- if you make mistakes or build
some that you don’t need, you won’t have wasted much time. Other aspects of your Metric
Insights implementation will require more effort, but metrics are easy so it pays to get a basic
set on the board early in the game.
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Start with un-dimensioned metrics. They require the least amount of planning. Simple metrics
are easy to think about, while dimensioned metrics may seem daunting and actually do require
some planning. Also, un-dimensioned metrics are the raw materials for dimensioned metrics;
keep them around, even if you’re not planning to display them on the home screen.

• How to build a metric
• Understanding how dimensions work
• How to create a dimension

ReportsReports

Planning will really pay off here, especially for reports that are intended to provide drill-down
detail for other elements. Start by planning your drill-paths. What questions will your top-level
metrics inspire? Where do you want them to lead? When you answer those questions, you will
have identified many of the reports that you’ll need to create.

As with metrics, start with un-dimensioned reports. Even if you’re not planning to display them,
they’ll serve as valuable concrete examples of what you really need to build. (Keep in mind that
not all reports need to be on your home page. In some cases, reports will be accessed primarily
by drilling down from other elements.)

Things to keep in mind when building reports: If a report will be accessed by drilling from
another element, what parameters will be passed by the other element? If the other element is
dimensioned, the report will need to be dimensioned in the same manner.

Think of a report as a chapter in a larger story. Don’t try to tell the whole story in one chapter.
Keep it tight and concise, and leave the rest of the story for other chapters.

• When to use a report or a metric
• How to build a report
• Drilling

Pivot TPivot Tablesables

If a report is a chapter in a larger story, then pivot tables are paragraphs. They’re used to
organize report data into smaller chunks in order to make one or two concise statements.
Sometimes you’ll be lucky and will be able to create useful charts directly from the raw data that
you’ve gathered into reports. More often than not, however, you’ll need to reorganize the data
into pivot tables in order to get the full value out of it.

For instance, if the raw data in your report includes columns for Month, Sales, and Product
Type, you might use a pivot table to create a two-dimensional table using Month as the row
label and Product Type as the column label. The table could contain an aggregate measure of
sales such as Total Sales or Number of Sales. The table could stand on its own as a component
of your report, or if you like, you could use it to create, say, a stacked bar chart showing Total
Sales by Month, broken out by Product Type.

• Create a Pivot Table in a Report
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External ReportsExternal Reports

One of Metric Insights' great strengths is its ability to serve as a central portal for reports that
you've created with other business intelligence tools. (Believe it or not, metric Insights isn't
always the best tool for your reporting needs!) Perhaps you've accumulated a rich set of
Tableau or Qlik Sense reports. Consider publishing them in Metric Insights as External Reports.
There are several benefits associated with this:

• All of your reports can be found on one place
• Users can add notes and expert commentary to reports
• Reports can be pushed out to users via daily suggests and data driven alerts

We've created wizards to help you integrate Metric Insights with some of the most popular
business intelligence tools. Among other things, the wizards enable you to publish an External
Report and connect it to the alerting mechanism, all in one simple process.

Categories and TCategories and Topicsopics

By the time you've created half a dozen metrics and reports, you'll want a way to organize
them. That's where Categories and Topics come in. Categories and Topics can be used to:

• search for specific elements that may be of interest
• find other elements that are related to the one you're looking at
• organize your home page

A well-designed system of Categories and Topics will significantly increase the utility of your
Metric Insights instance. When information can easily be discovered and interpreted, it’s more
likely to be used.

Create a Category (Version 3) or Create a Category (Version 4)

AlertsAlerts

Now and then, every business comes into possession of time-sensitive information. Metric
Insights can help you deliver that information to the right users at the right time. You'll be a
hero if you can do this successfully, so it's worthwhile to develop a good alerting strategy.

Alerts are triggered by metrics, so you'll need a metric for every alert. Depending on the data
source, however, you might first need to create a snapshot report to serve as the basis for your
metric. If so, then you'll want to think this through carefully. Snapshotting can be tricky -- you
can waste a lot of time on wild goose chases.

When your alert is triggered, do you want users to receive the metric? Or do you perhaps want
them to receive a report containing details about the underlying cause of the alert? Sometimes,
it's not enough to know that some KPI has exceeded your alert threshold. If you need to know
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why it exceeded the threshold before you can take action, we suggest that you create a suitable
report and connect it to your alert.

Several steps are required in order to set up alerts. You’ll need to:

• Setup E-Mail
• Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric
• User-Defined Custom Alert Wizard (Version 3) or Setting up your Alerts (Version 4) using

Alert Editor
• Optionally for Version: How to Connect a Report to an Alert (Version 3 only)

Once everything is in place, users can easily opt-in to receive alerts by updating their Alert
Subscriptions. They can also create their own custom alerts.

Enabling alerts requires a few steps but we highly recommend that you take advantage of this
capability -- it’s at the heart of the Push Intelligence value proposition.

Shared FShared Favoritesavorites

Another way to ensure that end users are seeing the right information is to use Shared
Favorites. Any admin can set this up. Just create a new Favorites folder, place some key
elements in the folder, and then share it with one or more groups within your organization. The
new Shared Favorites folder will appear on each group-member's home page and will include
all of the elements that you've inserted (assuming that the members have permission to see
those elements). This will help to ensure that users are seeing the information that is key to
running your organization.

• Add (or Delete) Elements to a Favorites folder (Version 3) or Add (or Delete) Elements to a
Favorites folder (Version 4)

• How to share your Favorites folder (Version 3) or How to share your Favorites folder
(Version 4)

• How to create a new group

Once the new Shared Favorites folder is in place, group members can opt-in to receive daily
digest Version 3 or Request a 'Daily' Favorites Digest (Version 4) of the new folder. This will
provide users with direct access to your key metrics and reports, right in their in-boxes. We
encourage you to inform your users about this feature - we believe it's one of the most
powerful ways to drive adoption of your Metric Insights instance.

Events and AnnotationsEvents and Annotations

Now that you've got the attention of your end users, you'll want to provide some context so
that they can better interpret what they're seeing. That's where Events and Annotations come
in. Both are used to enrich metrics by permanently attaching notes at specific points in time.
Annotations are attached directly to metrics while Events are typically entered in Event
Calendars, which are then overlaid on entire families of metrics. Any user with appropriate
permissions can create Events and Annotations but Events are particularly well suited for
central management by admins.
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Does your company offer periodic promotions? If so, then consider creating a 'Promotions'
calendar and applying it to metrics belonging to the Sales category. Promotions will then be
highlighted on all of your Sales metrics. Users will immediately gain a better understanding of
any fluctuations they may observe in your Sales statistics. And by clicking on the Event icons
that appear on the charts, they'll be able to get detailed information about specific Promotions.

Events and Annotations are core aspects of the Push Intelligence value proposition. We
encourage you to embed them in your Metric Insights application.

• Add an Annotation (Version 3) or Add an Annotation (Version 4)
• How to create an event calendar
• How to create an event manually or Source Events Automatically

Driving ADriving Adoptiondoption

The suggestions above should put you on the path to a successful implementation of Metric
Insights. Just for good measure, here are few more suggestions to help drive adoption.

Use the Description sections in the various editors. The descriptions will show up wherever the
components appear. This will help to inspire confidence among your users. It will also help to
reduce questions to administrators.

When end users do have questions, you’ll want to make sure that they can get answers. In
those cases, it's usually best for the user to talk directly to the business or technical owner of a
given element. Be sure to assign a technical owner and a business owner to each element or
group of elements so that users know whom to talk to when they need more information.

If your company is like most, you’ll soon wind up with a large collection of metrics and reports.
At that point, you may find yourself with a new challenge, namely, a proliferation of redundant,
poorly defined elements, many of which have effectively been abandoned by their creators.
You’ll want a strategy for pruning these elements, so that your instance remains useful,
appealing, and reliable.
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Create a Simple (Undimensioned) MetricCreate a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric

This introductory article describes how to define the basic settings for creating an
Undimensioned Metric from your SQL statement.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

1. Prepare a SQL Statement:Prepare a SQL Statement: You need an SQL statement that returns a set of
measurement times and values for your metric. See Writing SQL for a simple Metric for
more details.

2. Data source:Data source: Metric Insights must have a working data source connection to your data
source. If you have not yet configured a data source connection, see Connecting to Data
Sources.

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Measure of:Measure of: identify what this Metric should measure (for example, Sales, Visitors, Website
Activity, etc.). You can create Measures on-the-go by scrolling to the bottom of the drop-
down list and choosing the Add New MeasureAdd New Measure options. Refer to Create a Measure for more
details.

2. Measured:Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation that you
want in your result set.

3. Select Not Dimensioned
4. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the fields

above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice.
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5. Select the CategoryCategory of a new Metric. Categories are used to group tiles at the Homepage and
quickly find required elements.

NNext:ext: define detailsdefine details

2. Define Data Collection par2. Define Data Collection parametersameters

1. Data Source:Data Source: select the repository which contains your data. For more info on data sources,
refer to Understanding Data Sources. We are using a SQL Database for this example.

2. Data Collection Trigger:Data Collection Trigger: select a trigger that will initiate your metric data collection process.
To fully configure how data collection should be triggered, see: Automating the Collection of
Data

3. SQL Statement:SQL Statement: Enter an SQL using the format explained in the HintHint next to the text box. For
more details, see: Write a SQL Statement for a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric

4. ValidateValidate: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is valid.
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2.1. Optional pop-up for par2.1. Optional pop-up for parameter substitutionameter substitution

NOTE:NOTE: If you have specified :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time in your statement, you will be asked to
select the date/time validating your statement.

3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect
DataData''

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box is
colored in red and errors are explained below the statement box.

2. The total number of found records and an example of first one are displayed below the
statement box.

3. To proceed with fetching data, click Collect dataCollect data
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4. Specify advanced options for collection of data

3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection

4. Enable & publish your Metric4. Enable & publish your Metric

1. System returns last data collection date
2. Optionally you can preview your metric
3. Define whether this Metric should be available at the Homepage and click Enable & publishEnable & publish
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5. Y5. You will be trou will be transferred to Metric Vieweransferred to Metric Viewer

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Create an Alert
• Create an Event
• Add an Annotation
• Overlay other Metrics
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Create a Simple (Undimensioned) MetricCreate a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric

This introductory article describes how to define the basic settings for creating an
Undimensioned Metric from your SQL statement.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

1. Prepare a SQL Statement:Prepare a SQL Statement: You need an SQL statement that returns a set of
measurement times and values for your metric. See Writing SQL for a simple Metric for
more details.

2. Data source:Data source: Metric Insights must have a working data source connection to your data
source. If you have not yet configured a data source connection, see Connecting to Data
Sources.

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Measure of:Measure of: identify what this Metric should measure (for example, Sales, Visitors, Website
Activity, etc.). You can create Measures on-the-go by scrolling to the bottom of the drop-
down list and choosing the Add New MeasureAdd New Measure options. Refer to Create a Measure for more
details.

2. Measured:Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation that you
want in your result set.

3. Select Not Dimensioned
4. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the fields

above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice.
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5. Select the CategoryCategory of a new Metric. Categories are used to group tiles at the Homepage and
quickly find required elements.

NNext:ext: define detailsdefine details

2. Define Data Collection par2. Define Data Collection parametersameters

1. Data Source:Data Source: select the repository which contains your data. For more info on data sources,
refer to Understanding Data Sources. We are using a SQL Database for this example.

2. Data Collection Trigger:Data Collection Trigger: select a trigger that will initiate your metric data collection process.
To fully configure how data collection should be triggered, see: Automating the Collection of
Data

3. SQL Statement:SQL Statement: Enter an SQL using the format explained in the HintHint next to the text box. For
more details, see: Write a SQL Statement for a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric

4. ValidateValidate: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is valid.
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2.1. Optional pop-up for par2.1. Optional pop-up for parameter substitutionameter substitution

NOTE:NOTE: If you have specified :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time in your statement, you will be asked to
select the date/time validating your statement.

3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect
DataData''

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box is
colored in red and errors are explained below the statement box.

2. The total number of found records and an example of first one are displayed below the
statement box.

3. To proceed with fetching data, click Collect dataCollect data
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4. Specify advanced options for collection of data

3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection

4. Enable & publish your Metric4. Enable & publish your Metric

1. System returns last data collection date
2. Optionally you can preview your metric
3. Define whether this Metric should be available at the Homepage and click Enable & publishEnable & publish
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5. Y5. You will be trou will be transferred to Metric Vieweransferred to Metric Viewer

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Create an Alert
• Create an Event
• Add an Annotation
• Overlay other Metrics
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Create a Simple Dimension + DimensionedCreate a Simple Dimension + Dimensioned
MetricMetric

This article outlines the process used to create a Dimension, values of which are populated
automatically based on a data fetch command. While SQL is used here to fetch the
Dimension values, the process described below can be used for any automated fetch
method.

Metric Insights supports a number of more complex Dimension relationships, see Chapters
below for more details:

• Basic Dimensions
• Parent/Child Dimensions
• Compound Dimensions
• Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values
• Create a Dimension with values sourced from a Dataset

1. A1. Access Content > Dimensionsccess Content > Dimensions

Click [+ New Dimension][+ New Dimension] at the bottom of the page.
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2. Enter Dimension Information2. Enter Dimension Information

Provide the basic Dimension definition information, paying close attention to:

1. A unique descriptive NameName for your Dimension
2. Whether the Key ValueKey Value for your Dimension is an 'integer' or 'text'. Set this based on how the

Dimension key value is defined in your source system
3. How is to be collected for the new Dimension. The following fields depend on the value

selected in this field. In this example, we use SQL database
4. This field is displayed if SQL is selected as Value SourceValue Source. Specify a Bind parameterBind parameter name for

your new Dimension. Setting this to match the column name for the data in the source
system makes writing fetch commands for Dimensioned element easier

5. SaveSave your input to open the full Dimension Editor

 Use caution when using special characters for Dimension Value Names as not all
'special characters' will display correctly in Metric Insights :

• The '&' will not display correctly for a Dimension Value when used as an Axis name on a
Chart, nor will it download correctly to a Excel file

• Neither '<' nor '>' will display correctly when used in a Dimension Value name
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3. Complete Dimension Information using a fetch command3. Complete Dimension Information using a fetch command

To define Dimension values using SQL:

1. Select a Value SourceValue Source. If the required database connection is not in the drop-down list, see
Establishing a JDBC Connection

2. Select the Data collection triggerData collection trigger that will continue to fetch new/changed values
3. Write the data fetch command that should be used to collect the Dimension value data in

the SQL statementSQL statement field using the Hint to the right of the statement box. This command
should return one Key ValueKey Value and one Display ValueDisplay Value columns. If your Dimension does not
have a key value, select the display value for both columns. In the shown example,
channel_id and channel_name return the same value.

4. ValidateValidate your SQL Statement
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4. Review Sample Dimension V4. Review Sample Dimension Valuesalues

1. Upon successful validation, Sample dimension valuesSample dimension values will appear below the data fetch
command field

2. If sample dimension values are what was expected, click Collect ValuesCollect Values

5. Review the collected Dimension V5. Review the collected Dimension Value Listalue List

The full list of Dimension values appears in the Dimension ValuesDimension Values grid
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6. Applying advanced criteria6. Applying advanced criteria

Provide additional Dimension configurations in the Advanced tab of the Dimension Editor. For
example, you can specify how the element name is going to be displayed (for example, 'Email
Marketing Sales' or 'Sales via Email Marketing'). For a detailed instruction on using / creating
Element Name TemplateElement Name Template, refer to Use a Naming Template to Specify Dimensioned Elements
Name Format.
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Create a Dimensioned MetricCreate a Dimensioned Metric

This article outlines the process of creating a Dimensioned Metric. Dimensioned Metrics
should be used when you want to show a given Measure charted over time with a
Dimension drop-down list. In this example, you'll see the process of building a
Dimensioned Monthly Metric that measures sales by Sales Channel. This example uses the
Metric Editor (rather than the Wizard) to build the new metric in order to have access to
advanced options.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

• Define your Dimension. For more information on creating and collecting data for a
Dimension, see Create a Simple Dimension

• Construct a data fetch command that will return a data set with three columns:
1. The Dimension Key ValueKey Value
2. The Measurement date/timeMeasurement date/time
3. A measurement value corresponding to the specific DimensionDimension ValueValue and

Measurement date/time

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric
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Define the basic Metric information:

1. Measure of:Measure of: identify what this Metric should measure (for example, Sales, Visitors, Website
Activity, etc.). You can create Measures on-the-go by scrolling to the bottom of the drop-
down list and choosing the Add New MeasureAdd New Measure options. Refer to Create a Measure for more
details

2. Measured:Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation that you
want in your result set

3. Since we are creating a dimensioneddimensioned Metric select Dimension it byDimension it by from the drop-down list
below. Refer to Create a Simple Dimension for more details.

4. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the fields
above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice

5. Select the CategoryCategory of a new Metric. Categories are used to group tiles at the Homepage and
quickly find required elements.

6. Next:Next: define detailsdefine details

2. Define Data Collection par2. Define Data Collection parametersameters

1. Data Source:Data Source: select the repository which contains your data. For more info on data sources,
refer to Understanding Data Sources. We are using a SQL Database for this example.

2. Data Collection Trigger:Data Collection Trigger: select a trigger that will initiate your metric data collection process.
To fully configure how data collection should be triggered, see: Automating the Collection of
Data

3. SQL Statement:SQL Statement: Enter an SQL using the format explained in the HintHint next to the text box. For
more details, see: Write a SQL Statement for a Dimensioned Metric

4. ValidateValidate: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is valid.
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2.1. Enter Last Measurement Time V2.1. Enter Last Measurement Time Value for Value for Validationalidation

NOTE:NOTE: This pop-up only appears if you included ':last_measurement_time' in the SQL StatementSQL Statement
field.

3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect
DataData''

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box is
colored in red and errors are explained below the statement box.

2. The total number of found records and an example of first one are displayed below the
statement box.

3. To proceed with fetching data, click Collect dataCollect data
4. Specify advanced options for collection of data
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3.1. Select how far back to collect the data3.1. Select how far back to collect the data

4. Enable & publish your Metric4. Enable & publish your Metric

1. System returns last data collection date
2. Optionally you can preview your metric
3. Define whether this Metric should be available at the Homepage and click Enable & publishEnable & publish

The Metric Chart is generated and you are redirected to the Viewer
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5. The Metric Chart is gener5. The Metric Chart is generated and you are redirected to theated and you are redirected to the
ViewerViewer

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Create an Alert
• Create an Event
• Add an Annotation
• Overlay other Metrics
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Element Editors and theirElement Editors and their
FunctionsFunctions
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Metric Editor (Data, Stoplights, Alerting,Metric Editor (Data, Stoplights, Alerting,
Charting, Associations)Charting, Associations)

Settings available in the Metric Editor:

• Where is the data from? How often data is updated? - Data tab
• Are there any expectations for collected Values? Are higher or lower Values better? -

Stoplights tab
• What Alert Rules are applied to this Metric? Is there a History of Alerts sent from this

Metric? - Alerting tab
• How the Chart and the Values on it should look? - Charting tab
• How is this Metric connected with other ones? Can I connect them for further analysis? -

Associations tab

 For step-by-step instructions on creatingcreating a Metric, refer to one of the following articles
depending on your Use Case:

• Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric
• Create a Simple Dimension + Dimensioned Metric (with a separate chart per each

Dimension Value)

For creating Metrics and Reports sourced from the supported pluginsplugins, refer here:

• For Tableau-related resources: Tableau and Metric Insights - all you need to know
• For Qlik Sense, Qlik View, Sisense, Microstrategy and other Plugins: Connecting To Data

Sources
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Ways of accessing Metric Editors

via the Metric Preview / Viewervia the Metric Preview / Viewer

via Content > Elementsvia Content > Elements

1. Access Content > Elements. The list of all types of elements available in Metric Insights is
going to be opened.

2. Filter the elements by keywords and other available parameters.
3. Find the element in the refined list and click its name. You are going to be redirected right to

the editor.
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1. Info Tab

1. Measured:Measured: Select a Measurement Interval applied to this Metric. The chosen Measurement
Interval instanltly applies a set of adjustments to the Metric's behaviour, Alert parameters,
default naming conventions, Charting Intervals and Labels. These predefined settings are
modifiable, for details refer to: Update Measurement Interval Settings

2. Dimension it by:Dimension it by: A dimensioned Metric includes a separate tile and Chart for
each Dimension ValueDimension Value for which data has been collected. You can create a Dimension with
either autmatically or manually collected Values on the go by clicking the PlusPlus button or at
Content > Dimensions. For details refer to: Creating Dimensions

3. Collecting is:Collecting is: This setting defines whether this Metric is "active" and whether it is going to be
updated upon a schedule set up in a Data > Data Collection Trigger.

4. Make visible on HomepageMake visible on Homepage: Define whether this Metric should be accessible via a tile on a
Homepage or only at Content > Elements or via other element's Associations.

5. Category:Category: Category Membership is used to group elements in order to organize system
content, enhance the process of giving acces to Users / Groups. A new Category can be
created on the go by clicking the PlusPlus button or at Content > Categories. For details refer to:
Create a Category

6. Certified:Certified: Certification is a means for Admin and Power Users to identify elements that have
been approved as being valid and accurate. For details refer to: Certifying an Element

7. TagsTags (are referred to as TopicsTopics in Versions prior to 5.1): Tags / Topics are used to relate
elements to each other for purposes of identifying similar Charts when the SeeSee
RelatedRelated drop-down list in the Metric Viewer is populated allowing a more in-depth analysis
of trends. For details refer to: Create a Topic / Tag
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2. Data Tab

 This page is dynamic and it is going to have a different set of options depending on the
selected Data Source.Data Source.

The given example is for the Metric built from a configurable Data Source (Plugin - Tableau).

1. Data SourceData Source: Define the source of fetching data for this element. For details refer to:
Understanding Data Sources

2. Data Collection TriggerData Collection Trigger: Specify how often the data for this Metric should be recollected. A
new Trigger can be created on the go by clicking the PlusPlus button or at Admin > Data
Collection Triggers. For details refer to: Create a Data Collection Trigger (Scheduled /
Externally Triggered)

3. Tableau WorksheetTableau Worksheet (This field is specific to the selected Plugin Data Source): When a Metric
is sourced from a Plugin, this field is named with respect to how elements are called in a
source system. The given example is for a Tableau and elements in Tableau are called
"Worksheets"; for other systems this can be called a "Report", an "Object", etc. The main
function of this field is to map Metric Insights to a specific element in the source system, so
this is a so-called "path" for the systems with multi-level hierarchy.

4. FiltersFilters (applicable for Tableau, Qlik, Sisense Data Sources only): are used to pre-filter data
before sourcing it from the source limit. This functionality allows focusing on the exact slice
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of data that is required for analysis and exclude the data that is irrelevant for you and your
research. For details refer to:
• How to find Filter names in Tableau
• Pre-filtering QlikView data
• Pre-filtering Qlik Sense data
• Pre-filtering Sisense data

5. CommandCommand (is applicable for configurable Data Sources: SQL or Plugin): Data for Metrics is
extracted via a plugin command, consisting of parameters specifying what data should be
fetched. The command can be entered manually or via the Visual Editor (if a plugin supports
it).

6. Values are additive across time periods:Values are additive across time periods: field will be set to 'yes' if, for example, the daily
values can be aggregated to create weekly and monthly values.

7. Omit current <Measurement Interval> from Chart:Omit current <Measurement Interval> from Chart: This setting depends on the
Measurement Interval chosen for this Metric (day / month / year). If you set this fied to 'yes',
current day / month/ year etc. is not going to be displayed on the Chart.

8. Insert 0 for missing values:Insert 0 for missing values: if this setting is enabled and upon data collection no data is
found in the source, then missing data is replaced with a zero and a timestamp.

3. Stoplights Tab

 Setting up the options in this tab activates the Statistical ViewStatistical View in the Metric Viewer.

A Stoplight is a visual indicator of how well a Metric is doing. A Metric can have a
underperforming, performing, or outperforming depending on the conditions specifieed in this
tab. The result is denoted by different background shading in the various Metric views over
time. Stoplight bands are shown even if Metric is represented as a single data point.
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For details refer to: Define a Metric's Stoplight.

4. Alerting Tab

1. Alert History:Alert History: Review all Alerts that have been generated for this Metric, who are subscribed
to them, their preferred delivery method and whether the alert notification was delivered to
them.

2. Alert Rules associated with this Metric:Alert Rules associated with this Metric: This section lists all the Alert Rules (KPI and Global)
assigned to this Metric. To add a new KPI Alert Rule, click [+ New KPI Alert Rule][+ New KPI Alert Rule] button and
create one on the go. Reference articles:
• [KPI Alert Rules] Basics for the Alert Wizards
• [Global Alert Rules] How do they work for Metrics?

3. Alert Rules Sending this MetricAlert Rules Sending this Metric: This setting allows associating Alert Rules with this Metric,
meaning, when the selected Alert is generated, the image from this Metric's Chart is going to
be applied to a notification.
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5. Charting Tab

Chart SettingsChart Settings

1. Define the Chart layout and appearance with a set of available options.
2. Determine how Statistical View is set:

1. Statistical view to _Statistical view to _(NUMBER) standard deviation:standard deviation: set the amount of variation you want to
chart

2. "Exclude anomalies from Standard Deviation and Moving Average""Exclude anomalies from Standard Deviation and Moving Average" :
• When "No" is set, all data is used to determine Standard Deviation and Moving

Average
• When "Yes" is set, then large anomalies are excluded from the calculations

3. Include a moving average ofInclude a moving average of: select number and time period. Сurrent data point is
excluded from the moving average calculation. EXAMPLE: The Moving Average for the
data point on 8/1 would be based on the 30 days from 7/3 to 8/1, inclusive. The Moving
Average for 8/1 would be based on the 30 days from 7/2 to 7/31, inclusive.

4. [Optional] Select Show "maximum ever" lineShow "maximum ever" line.

3. Show summary:Show summary: Define whether the statistics summary information should be displayed in
the Metric Viewer.

4. Chart values smaller/greater than:Chart values smaller/greater than: optionally set to exclude specific values.
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VValue Displaalue Displayy

Settings in this section influence the Value display on the Element's Tile on a Homepage:

1. Override Display Mask:Override Display Mask: Metric's default Display Mask is defined at Metric Viewer > Overlay
Metric (a button under the Chart) > Display Mask of Left Axis. To change the value display
mask for Metric's tile only, choose another mask in this field.

2. Units:Units: type in the text that should be displayed above the element's current value.
3. Show percent change from:Show percent change from: Choose the period for calculating percent change.
4. Default view:Default view: set the View all Users will see as a default.

TTargetsargets

 Linking a Metric to an enabledenabled Target activates the Target ViewTarget View in the Metric Viewer.

Targets allow analysis of performance related to organizational goals, such as a forecast or
budget. For details refer to: Targets Overview.
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ProjectionsProjections

 Setting the Project future valuesProject future values field to 'yes', Setting up the options in this tab
activates the Projection ViewProjection View in the Metric Viewer.

Projections predict values based on calculation settings that you specify. These Future
Projections appear on a special Projection ViewProjection View of your Metric Viewer. Reference articles:

• Understanding Projections
• Create a Future Projection
• Create a Partial Period Projection

6. Associations Tab

1. Associations:Associations: Select Metrics to be included in the Measurement Interval drop box in the
Viewer.

2. Aggregate Metrics:Aggregate Metrics: you can create new aggregate Metrics for other intervals in a couple of
clicks: Create Multiple Aggregates from a Single Metric

3. Detail Reports / Further Amalysis:Detail Reports / Further Amalysis: Reports added here are going to serve as Drill Path for
more detailed analysis of a situation: Establish a Drill-Path from a Metric to another Element
(Metric Associations)
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7. Advanced Tab

Ownership & AOwnership & Accessccess

1. Business owner:Business owner: Making either a Regular or a Power User the Business Owner of any
Element provides NO View Access to the element or access to its Dimension/Values (if any).

2. Technical ownerTechnical owner: Power User designated as the Technical Owner receives Edit Access to the
element. Regular User can not be a Technical Owner.

3. This Metric is public / internalThis Metric is public / internal: If this Metric is "internal", it cannot be shared with users who
have no account in Metric Insights. For details refer to: Sharing elements with users not
registered in Metric Insights.
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OtherOther

1. Email URL override:Email URL override: When a user clicks on the metric link in a digest, he can be redirected to
the external portal/application. Provide a link to the page where a user should be redirected
in this field.

2. Attach file to Digest:Attach file to Digest: If you choose to attach this Metric's chart and info, define a file format
from the drop-down list.

3. Embed codes:Embed codes: Metroic Chart can be embedded into other web pages. For details refer to:
Embedding Overview
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Managing ContentManaging Content
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Certifying an ElementCertifying an Element

Certification is a means for Admin and Power Users to identify elements that have been
approved as being valid and accurate. The CertifiedCertified icon will displayed on tiles in the
Homepage.

Based on the setting in the Config VariablesConfig Variables (step 3)(step 3) ,, this field may be used to filter or
group your displayed tiles.

1. Homepage displa1. Homepage displayy
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2. Setting Certification on the element Editors2. Setting Certification on the element Editors

3. The Certification variables3. The Certification variables

1. Go to Admin > Utilities > Config Variables
2. Filter out the variables by 'certif'. Two variables should be available:
3. Click the GearGear icon in the corresponding row if you wish to change the Assigned ValueAssigned Value:

MARK_UNCERTIFIED_ELEMENTSMARK_UNCERTIFIED_ELEMENTS:

• If 'Y' un-certified elements display a note on Hover-over
• If 'N' un-certified elements do not indicate their un-certified status

ENABLE_CERTIFICATION_FILTERINGENABLE_CERTIFICATION_FILTERING: Must be set to 'Y' to allow filtering/grouping on
Homepage.
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4. Commit ChangesCommit Changes

3.1. Certification variables in action3.1. Certification variables in action

1. Certification filtering is enabled by the ENABLE_CERTIFICATION_FILTERINGENABLE_CERTIFICATION_FILTERING variable
2. Tile not certifiedTile not certified note is enabled by the MARK_UNCERTIFIED_ELEMENTSMARK_UNCERTIFIED_ELEMENTS variable
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Create a CategoryCreate a Category

Categories are used to group tiles at the Homepage. By default, all new elements are
assigned to the UncategorizedUncategorized Category.

EXAMPLESEXAMPLES:

• A Sales organization might use: Sales, Orders, Leads, Customers.
• A Hotel Chain might use: Guests, Properties, Conventions, Corporate Clients.

This article is based on the assumption that you are creating your first Category. Categories
will be most helpful if their title represents a meaningful grouping of information that all
users can understand.

WORKFLOWWORKFLOW: Create a Category > Configure User Permissions > Add Elements

1. A1. Access Content > Categoriesccess Content > Categories

1. The list of Categories previously created in the system opens.
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click [+ New Category][+ New Category].
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2. Provide basic Category information2. Provide basic Category information

1. Category name:Category name: should be descriptive and meaningful to your organization. A Sales
organization might use: Sales, Orders, Leads, Customers, etc.

2. If the Category being created is a subcategory, select the Parent CategoryParent Category from the drop-
down list. If it is an independent Category, leave this field empty.

3. Business Owner:Business Owner: may be any User.
4. Technical Owner / Sort Order set by:Technical Owner / Sort Order set by: must be either Admin or Power User.

SaveSave to access the full Category Editor.
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2.1. Non-unique category names at different levels of hier2.1. Non-unique category names at different levels of hierarcharchyy
(nested Categories)(nested Categories)

Categories with non-unique names can be created in one of the following ways:

1. Identical subcategories can be created for different categories. In the example above, both
'Financial' and 'Revenue' categories have identical subcategories ('Monetization' and
'Customer Activity')

2. An unlimited number of subcategories with non-unique names can be created at different
levels of hierarchy.

NOTE:NOTE: Categories/subcategories are shown at the Homepage once at least one element is
added there.

3. Once the Category is saved, configure Category Permissions3. Once the Category is saved, configure Category Permissions

At the top right corner of the screen click PermissionsPermissions. The Category Permissions pop-up opens.
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 POWER USER EDIT PERMISSIONSPOWER USER EDIT PERMISSIONS

If Edit Access is granted to Power User for a Category that is "nested" (i.e., has one or
more child Category), user receives automatic access to Data Sources used by
elements in that Category but NOT to the Data Sources used by elements in its Child
Categories.

SOLUTION:SOLUTION: Admin must go to the User Editor > Power User tab to manually grant
Permission to use Data Sources used by elements in any related Child Categories.
Alertnatively, Permission may be granted on the Data Source Editor > Permissions.

3.1. A3.1. Add Group/User access permission for this Categorydd Group/User access permission for this Category

NOTE:NOTE: Once a Category is created, no Users or User Groups have access to it.

1. User Groups can be granted access rights in this section
2. In the User AccessUser Access section specific Users can be granted access permission to this Category
3. All Users (added via a Group or individually via User Access function) with permission to

access Category are shown in this section. This section is purely informative and cannot be
edited.
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3.2. A3.2. Add Group/User access to the Categorydd Group/User access to the Category

The procedure for adding permission to access a Category is identical both for Users and
Groups.

Complete the associated pop-up:

1. Select a GroupGroup from the drop-down list; all members of this GroupGroup will be granted automatic
view access to this CategoryCategory

2. Optionally, grant the Group conditional edit permission to Power User membersGroup conditional edit permission to Power User members for the
Category.. According to this permission, those users, who have respective privileges, should
get edit access to the elements in this Category. For more information, see Assign Power
User Edit Access

SaveSave and repeat as necessary.
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4. A4. Add elements to the Categorydd elements to the Category

Assign elements to this Category in the Report / Metric Editor > Info tab > Category field.

4.1. Define Element Visibility for this Category4.1. Define Element Visibility for this Category
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Once the Category is created, it contains no elements. After elements are added, you can make
all elements of this category either 'visible' or 'invisible'.

1. Return to the Category Editor > Elements tab
2. Click Change element visibilityChange element visibility
3. The Change Element Visibility pop-up opens
4. Choose whether all elements from this Category should be either 'visible' or 'not visible' at

the Homepage.
5. Click Apply ChangesApply Changes for new settings to come into effect.
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How to change tile order in a CategoryHow to change tile order in a Category

The default sort order on your Homepage is alphabetic within each Category, using the full
tile name; however, the Admin User with corresponding permissions has the ability to
reorder tiles within each category assigned to him. To change tile order within a certain
category follow these steps:

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Utilities > Config Vdmin > Utilities > Config Variablesariables

Verify that your configuration parameter is set to allow modification

1. To find the required variable, filter all variables by the keyword 'sort'.
2. The DASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORYDASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORY variable must be set to 'Y''Y'.
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2. V2. Verify whether you can set Sort Order of the requirederify whether you can set Sort Order of the required
CategoryCategory

When a Category is originally created, the Sort Order set bySort Order set by field is automatically populated with
the name of the Admin User creating the Category, but may be changed to any Admin User
from the drop-down list. Only this User may modify the element order for this Category.

3. A3. Access the 'Re-order elements' functionccess the 'Re-order elements' function

1. Open your Category at the Homepage
2. Click the Re-order elementsRe-order elements button next to the Filter Options
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4. Dr4. Drag and drop rows to set the required element orderag and drop rows to set the required element order

Once done, click CloseClose. The changes are saved automatically and elements in this Category will
now be shown in this order to all users.
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Create a Measure (Version 4.2 / 5.0.x)Create a Measure (Version 4.2 / 5.0.x)

 This functionality is obsolete since the Version 5.1.x.

A Measure is used to identify what is being computed in a metric or report (for example,
Revenue, Sales, Orders, Customers, etc). The Measure for an element appears in the
Measure ofMeasure of field in the element Editor and is used to generate a default name for the
element.

Generally Measures are added when a Metric or Report is created (either via Editor or
Wizard). There is also a link to the page containing all existing Measures on the full AdminAdmin
menu. It is recommended that you create a distinct Measure for each KPI that you plan to
track in Metric Insights. The Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval drop-down list on element Viewers
allows accessing elements with the same Measure but different Measurement Intervals.

1. Options for adding a new Measure1. Options for adding a new Measure

New Measures can be added via one of the following options:

Option 1: while creating a new Metric Option 2: via the Admin menu

To create a new Measure while creating a new Metric, select the Add

New Measure option from the bottom of the Measure of drop-down

list. The Add Measure pop-up opens.

A new measure can be also added at

Admin > Reference Objects >
Measures > Add New Measure
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2. Configure the Measure2. Configure the Measure

1. NameName: Enter a unique descriptive title for the Measure
2. For this Measure:For this Measure: If there are any expectations as per this Measure, select one of the

corresponding options from the drop-down list
3. Data Values are:Data Values are: Select whether data values of this measure should be 'integer' or 'decimal'
4. Show Values as currency?:Show Values as currency?: Set tthis field to 'yes' if you want a currency symbol to be

displayed on the Chart or Report
5. Values Additive across time periods?Values Additive across time periods? field will be set to 'yes' if, for example, the daily values

can be aggregated to create weekly and monthly values
6. Aggregation Function:Aggregation Function: Use the drop-down list to select a method of accumulating element

values using this Measure
7. Parent MeasureParent Measure: Optionally you can configure this new Measure to have a Parent Measure

that is used to group related Measures together; e.g., grouping "Retail" and "Wholesale"
sales together under "SalesP the Parent Measure selected from the drop-down list of
existing Measures

SaveSave your changes
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Create a Topic / TagCreate a Topic / Tag

Topics are used to relate elements to each other for purposes of identifying similar
Reports/Charts when the See RelatedSee Related drop-down list is populated allowing a more in-depth
analysis of trends. Topics are also used to filter and/or group elements on the Homepage
Main Panel.

Topics are one of the customizable Pick Lists that provide the ability to create a new value
'on the fly' while in the process of defining or managing an element. A new Topic may be
required if none of the existing values meet the needs of the Element being defined. The
same function may be used to edit or delete an existing Topic

Both of the available ways to add a new Topic are described below.

1. A1. Access Content > Tccess Content > Topicsopics

1. The list of Topics previously created in the system opens.
2. Click [+ New topic][+ New topic] at the bottom of the page. The Add Topic pop-up opens.
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1.1. Provide gener1.1. Provide general Tal Topic informationopic information

1. Enter a Topic NameTopic Name and DescriptionDescription
2. Optionally, select a Parent TopicParent Topic from the drop-down list

SaveSave your entry to proceed with configuring this Topic in the Topic Editor.

1.2. A1.2. Add elements to the Tdd elements to the Topicopic
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1. Click [+ New element][+ New element]
2. The Add element to TopicAdd element to Topic pop-up opens
3. Check the boxes for the elements that should be united by the created Topic
4. SaveSave your changes

2. Alternatively2. Alternatively, you can both create or add existing T, you can both create or add existing Topics inopics in
the element Editorthe element Editor

Start typing to find or create Topics, then press Enter on your keyboard to save.
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Managing Initial GroupsManaging Initial Groups
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Create/Maintain Groups and Assign PrivilegesCreate/Maintain Groups and Assign Privileges

PrivilegesPrivileges as well as PermissionsPermissions assigned to a GroupGroup are inherited by all Group members.
PrivilegesPrivileges govern whether or not a user can use certain features and/or and set selected

PreferencesPreferences. While PrivilegesPrivileges determine what functionality is available to a user, they do not
control which elements a user can view. PermissionsPermissions are used to grant access to specific
Elements and measurement data. Privileges control access to ElementsElements, DimensionsDimensions and
other system components. See Overview of Security Levels for how Groups and Users are
related.

The "Default Group" is the only GroupGroup that is created automatically when Metric Insights is
first installed and, by default, all Users are assigned to this group when their account is
created unless otherwise specified. The "Default Group's" settings represent the baseline
access level that is provided to all users.

There is also a special type of group called an "All Access Group" that provides its members
with full access to view all elements in Metric Insights. You set this option using the check
box on either the UserUser or the Group EditorsGroup Editors

AdministratorsAdministrators do not need to be assigned to any groups; assigning them a group only
functions to allow them access to the Shared FavoritesShared Favorites. A UsersUsers may belong one GroupGroup or
multiple GroupsGroups. When assigned to multiple GroupsGroups, users inherit PrivilegesPrivileges and
PermissionsPermissions from every GroupGroup of which they are members.

This article covers creating or maintaining a Group as well as assigning Privileges. See also:

Grant Access to a Dimension using the Group Editor

Granting Category Access via Group Editor

Determine Element Access

Grant Category and Element Edit Permission

Understanding Power Users
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1. Open Groups page1. Open Groups page

2. A2. Access Access Admin > Groupsdmin > Groups

From the Groups table you can either:
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1. Click the NameName link to open an existing Group to maintain its settings or add PermissionsPermissions
and/or PrivilegesPrivileges

2. Add a New Group

3. Create a New Group3. Create a New Group

1. A unique NameName is required for this Group
2. Optional. All Access Group?All Access Group?: Change default "no" to "yes" if you want this group to have full

access to all available Elements, Dimensions, Dimension Values, and Categories. You can
maintain specific Privileges, Shared Favorites, Event Calendars and Targets.

3. Optional. LDAP Org. UnitLDAP Org. Unit: Only complete if your organization uses Single Sign-on; identify
the LDAP connection that this Group will use. Should be the fully qualified DN, for example:

CN=Domain Users,CN=Users,DC=mi,DC=local

NOTE:NOTE: To learn more about managing users/groups via LDAP, refer to Script for synchronizing/
creating users with LDAP

4. External Group IDExternal Group ID: Purely informational field

SaveSave to access the full Group Editor
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4. Assign Group Privileges4. Assign Group Privileges

1. Click [+ Privilege to Group][+ Privilege to Group]
2. In the opened pop-up check the rows with the privileges you would like to assign to this

Group.
3. SaveSave new settings.

5. A5. Add Group Membersdd Group Members

Add User(s):

1. manually
2. using an input (CSV) file
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5.1. Manually add users5.1. Manually add users

1. Use SearchSearch bar to narrow search
2. Select the users that should be added to this group
3. Click [+[+ Add selectedAdd selected]]

5.2. A5.2. Add via a CSdd via a CSV fileV file

1. Indicate the DelimiterDelimiter your input file uses
2. Enter full FileFile name
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3. If this is an existing group, you can select to simply AddAdd users or to OverrideOverride (recreate the
Group)

6. Assign the Group access to various other fields using6. Assign the Group access to various other fields using
associated tabsassociated tabs

These sections all follow a similar format and are very straight forward. All of these fields are
optional
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